INTRODUCTION
The authors have prepared below a bibliography of core holdings for libraries that include materials for teacher educat ion. All the materials listed are held by over 100 libraries nationwide. Several of the titles are, in fact, held by over 400 libraries. When the authors originally began to consider devel oping a core collection of educational materials they were motivated by a desire to target books that would benefit students in the Graduate School of Education (GSE). With the onslaught of reduced book budgets and diminishing staff in libraries and universities, it has become even more imperative to identify methods of helping students that are less labor intensive. Librar ians at California State University, Long Beach (CSULB) have developed bibliographies of appropriate subject holdings for years, so updating an existing bibliography of educational mate rials seemed logical. ! Many of the students in the Graduate School of Education are already teaching school, either as a substitute, or using an emergency credential until they are fully certified. Many of the students are also interested in obtaining a second credential even though they may currently be workingjn a public school district as a counselor or other important student personnel position.
With this in mind the authors wanted to develop a bibliography that would be truly useful and accurate -one that students would be able to rely on for finding "core" information. The authors used an already existing in-house bibliography that listed approximately 135 titles of monographs, records, juvenile books and curriculum guides and updated it using specific criteria for the bibliography. The purpose of preparing this selected bibliography, which includes Library of Congress call numbers, was to make it easier for students to locate materials in the CSULB library.
·

Selection Criteria
In order to be included in the bibliography each title had to be copyrighted no earlier than 1980. More importantly, the materials selected must be useful in disciplines that are taught in the Teacher Education and Single Subject Departments. Using the official University Bulletin made identifying appropriate subject areas or disciplines relatively easy. A sample of subjects taught include reading, language arts, social studies and science among many others. Criteria for the bibliography also main tained that the materials on the bibliography must be owned by the University Library. Additional criteria would be included later.
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Identifying Subject Headings
The first step in identifying items for the bibliography was to determine wliich Library of Congress Subject Headings would be appropriate for our students. Topics of frequent interest to future elementary teachers include areas such as lesson planning, early childhood education and educational games among others.
Those preparing for secondary credentials take courses in tradi tional subjects like English, social studies, science and foreign languages. The authors used these disciplines to determine appropriate subject headings. The books in the bibliography are listed according to locally selected categories, then subdivided by appropriate subject heading. For example, a typical category might be "storytelling." Within each category the list is divided into the appropriate Library of Congress Subject Headings that would be applicable for that category. For instance, the category Reading/Literature is divided into seven LCSH groups: children -books and reading; children's literature; individualized reading instruction; reading (primary); reading (elementary); reading (secondary education); storytelling. Titles meeting the criteria listed above were then selected for each subject heading.
This resulted in up to ten titles for each heading. In order to determine if these titles were indeed "core" titles for a teaching education collection, the authors than compared each title to OCLC records. Each title was searched on OCLC to see if other libraries in the U.S. held these in their collections. Of the 139 titles searched only 20 had less than one hundred libraries holding the title. There seemed to be no rhyme or reason as to which titles had such low holdings. The twenty were scattered throughout the selected categories. (We were disappointed that the video version of"Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good Very Bad Day" was held by fewer than 100 libraries.) The copyright dates varied as did the themes of the books. All the books selected, however, are broad in their scope rather than being too specialized. No more than three titles were selected for each subject heading.
Since so many of the 139 titles were held by so many libraries the authors decided to set their final criterion requiring that at least one hundred libraries must hold the title to make the "core" list. The titles which follow "made the list." A guide to student-centered learning. Oxford, OX, England : Blackwell, 1986.
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